The French Speaking Regional Science Association (ASRDLF) is pleased to invite you to submit your work for the upcoming conference of the AFSE, which will take place in Bordeaux from June 17 to 19, 2024 (organizer: Bordeaux Sciences Économiques). The ASRDLF will hold one or more special sessions that aim to be a place for exchange and discussion around the many facets of regional science, spatial economics, and/or the new economic geography. We encourage contributions that address the current and future challenges of territories, offering innovative perspectives for participants and the scientific community in economics as a whole. Theoretical, methodological, and empirical contributions are expected in relation to the different themes listed below.

**Topics:**

A - Methods and modeling (spatial models and Models of agglomeration economy and economic geography)

B - Resources and factors of sustainable regional and urban growth

C - Regional and urban policies, evaluation

D - Development of territories

E - Spatial competition, public economy, local and territorial taxation

F - Urban economy, territory, space, theorization, and modeling

**Contacts:**

Sébastien Bourdin, EM Normandie Business School, sbourdin@em-normandie.fr

Faridah Djellal, University of Lille, faridah.djellal@univ-lille.fr

**Submissions:**

The site is now open: [https://afse2024.sciencesconf.org/](https://afse2024.sciencesconf.org/)

- Submissions open from 18/12/2023
- Closing 28/02/2024.
- Acceptance notification 19/04/2024

The site allows you to check the ASRDLF box at the time of submission, so that the paper is considered in the dedicated session.
Only complete articles will be considered. Authors must also indicate 1 to 3 JEL codes during their submission in a dedicated menu.

Fees: The AFSE has set the conference fees at €250 for senior researchers, and €200 for doctoral students. These fees cover the entire conference, including meals on-site as well as a gala dinner and cocktail that will take place off-site.

In addition, presenters must have a current membership with the AFSE (15 euros for students, 50 euros otherwise, 35 euros if member lab). Membership in the association cannot substitute for AFSE membership. You may, if you wish, contact the AFSE secretary for more details on this subject: Noémie Ollivier: secretariatafse@gmail.com